Just2easy provides vital distance
teaching and learning tools during
coronavirus lockdown.
Kingswood Parks Primary School serves over 550 children aged 3
to 11 in Yorkshire, England and started using Just2easy in 2017.
How do you teach students who aren’t in the classroom?
Teachers around the world have quickly had to find
ways to support pupils remotely, provide teaching and
learning opportunities for them and manage assessment
without any form of training or advice on distance
teaching available. Kingswood Parks transitioned to this
“new normal” with Just2easy’s creativity suite - an
online, personalised cross curricular learning space that
provides pupils with age appropriate tools for learning.
Paul Wright, ICT advisor for Kingswood Parks explains
that with access to Just2easy for every teacher and
student; teaching and learning is a very simple process.
Teachers and pupils log on to Just2easy safely and
securely at home- on any device - to access their files,
apps, learning activities, homework and messages at
any time.
Staff provide their pupils with a variety of information
including home learning projects, tasks, activities,
messages of support and feedback through Just2easy.
This information is also supported with video explainers
and helpful ideas made by the teachers themselves or
from internet sources.

Are all lessons delivered live?
Some teaching at Kingswood Parks requires a live lesson - English writing for example - with pupils working
on similes and metaphors. This is achieved in small groups of 6 at a time with free video conference software,
and staff find that there is no need for live lessons anywhere else.

How are all ‘non-live’ lessons delivered?
The process is straightforward, instant and easy.
Teachers upload video explainers, worksheets,
project themes and all other information needed
to Just2easy, where pupils can easily find them.
One of the apps used most by teachers and
pupils alike is ‘j2e5’, where teachers add video
explainers, written instructions, an audio
introduction and a worksheet activity, plus web
links that will help pupil’s understanding or
expand the topic knowledge further, all in one
single page document.
This enables pupils to continue learning at their
own pace throughout the week and submit any
pupil activity for a teacher to see and respond to.

“Just2easy is a one stop shop for the majority of the curriculum
that’s totally safe, which teachers can monitor easily” Paul Wright

How are daily communications handled between school
and home?
Kingswood Parks pupils use just2easy to
safely upload any work they have produced,
including photos or videos of science
experiments pupils conduct at home as well as
digital creations in j2e from posters of Roman
history to English writing and reading tasks.
Because pupil’s work is saved as an eportfolio,
teachers comment and feedback in written and
audio format providing valuable feedback for
every pupil. Teachers are also using the
j2message app for group discussions,
promoting class wellbeing and even reminding
pupils to get some exercise. Pupils also use
the message app to check in with their
teachers, ask questions about the work that’s
set or to request more work when they need it.

How do you monitor workload for teachers and pupils?
One of the simplest ways teachers save time every day with just2easy is by being able to easily find their
pupil’s work, which is available with a couple of clicks. Teachers save time with the Just2easy homework app
too; teachers across the school set tasks for pupils that include instructions, the task, supporting videos and
audio instructions. Pupils tick off work they complete, which notifies their teacher and points them to the
pupil’s work for marking and feedback. A recent inspection left an Inspector amazed by the use of j2e in
collection of pupil evidence and progress saying “this is really how ICT in school should be”.

What next for Kingswood Parks after lockdown?
Since the school started using Just2easy,
there has been little or no need for any other
software used in teaching and learning. As
more classes return to school, Paul envisages
just2easy as a guaranteed way of ensuring all
children access learning resources whether at
home or school, on any one of the chrome
books or iPads that are available as the
children move around the school. On those
occasions where other software is used to
facilitate learning, pupils are encouraged to
transfer their work to their my files in J2e,
which acts as a digital portfolio. The impact
on children at Kingswood Parks is clear:
through just2easy they are motivated,
engaged and connected at all times to their
learning journey, no matter where they are.

